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Abstract16

The accuracy of global water balance estimates is limited by the lack of observations at17

large scale, and the uncertainties of model simulations. Global retrievals of terrestrial wa-18

ter storage (TWS) change and soil moisture (SM) from satellites provide an opportunity19

to improve model estimates through data assimilation. However, combining these two data20

sets is challenging due to the disparity in temporal and spatial resolution at both vertical21

and horizontal scale. For the first time, TWS observations from the Gravity Recovery and22

Climate Experiment (GRACE) and near-surface SM observations from the Soil Moisture23

and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) were jointly assimilated into a water balance model using24

the Ensemble Kalman Smoother from January 2010 to December 2013 for the Australian25

continent. The performance of joint assimilation was assessed against open-loop model26

simulations and the assimilation of either GRACE TWS anomalies or SMOS SM alone.27

The SMOS-only assimilation improved SM estimates but reduced the accuracy of ground-28

water and TWS estimates. The GRACE-only assimilation improved groundwater estimates29

but did not always produce accurate estimates of SM. The joint assimilation typically led30

to more accurate water storage profile estimates with improved surface SM, root-zone31

SM, and groundwater estimates against in-situ observations. The assimilation success-32

fully downscaled GRACE-derived integrated water storage horizontally and vertically into33

individual water stores at the same spatial scale as the model and SMOS, and partitioned34

monthly-averaged TWS into daily estimates. These results demonstrate that satellite TWS35

and SM measurements can be jointly assimilated to produce improved water balance com-36

ponent estimates.37

1 Introduction38

The ability to accurately estimate terrestrial water storage (TWS) and its components39

(e.g. soil moisture, groundwater, surface water, snow and ice) is critical for hydrologi-40

cal studies and water resource assessment and management. Constraining water balance41

estimates with satellite observations over large areas offers better potential for assessing42

water availability, especially in areas with sparse ground observations. Data assimilation43

is an effective approach to optimally combine information from both model predictions44

and observations. Measurements of water cycle components have been integrated into hy-45

drological models in a number of studies, including measurements of precipitation (e.g.46

Joyce et al. [2004]; Huffman et al. [2007]), soil moisture (e.g. Walker and Houser [2001];47
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Reichle and Koster [2005]; Draper et al. [2009]; Renzullo et al. [2014]; Dumedah et al.48

[2015]), TWS (e.g.Zaitchik et al. [2008]; Li et al. [2012]; van Dijk et al. [2014]; Eicker49

et al. [2014]; Tangdamrongsub et al. [2015]) and snow (e.g. Sun et al. [2004]; Rodell and50

Houser [2004]; Andreadis and Lettenmaier [2006]). In many cases, assimilation improved51

the model estimates.52

As a key component in the water cycle, soil moisture (SM) controls the water and53

energy exchange between the atmosphere and land surface. However, the estimation of54

soil moisture distribution within the profile at large scales remains challenging due to the55

lack of root-zone SM observations. The assimilation of near-surface SM observations has56

been shown to improve near-surface as well as root-zone soil water balance estimates and,57

in some cases, also produced improved estimates of evaporation, runoff or deep drainage58

[Walker et al., 2001; Reichle and Koster, 2005; Brocca et al., 2010; Renzullo et al., 2014;59

Draper et al., 2011]. A number of recent studies [Dumedah et al., 2015; Lievens et al.,60

2015; Martens et al., 2015] assimilated SM retrievals from the SMOS (Soil Moisture and61

Ocean Salinity) satellite mission [Kerr et al., 2001] into land surface models. SMOS is62

the first polar-orbiting, space-born, 2D interferometric L-band radiometer, fully dedicated63

to the retrieval of surface SM and ocean salinity. Martens et al. [2015] found that SMOS64

SM retrievals sourced from the Level 3 CATDS (Centre Aval de Traitement des Données65

SMOS) product [Jacquette et al., 2010] have high quality over Australia. The same SMOS66

SM retrievals were used in this study. Since SM moisture profile estimates can be im-67

proved by the assimilation of surface SM observations, it might be expected that total wa-68

ter storage estimated will also be improved. However, so far this hypothesis has not been69

tested.70

The absence of integrated TWS measurements as an overall water balance con-71

straint was resolved with the launch of the GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Ex-72

periment) mission in 2002. It provides a complement to traditional ground-based hydro-73

logical measurements which are restricted to the scales of sites or individual catchments.74

The observed mass changes are the combined result of changes in surface water, soil wa-75

ter, groundwater, vegetation water, snow and ice [Tapley et al., 2004]. Therefore, ancillary76

data sets or model-based methods are needed to partition GRACE-observed mass change77

into changes in the individual water components.78
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GRACE-observed TWS is most commonly provided as an integrated monthly-averaged79

water storage change, known as the TWS anomaly (TWSA). An issue that requires much80

consideration is how to downscale, in a temporal sense, the monthly GRACE TWSA es-81

timates to the high temporal frequency of the hydrologic model. Zaitchik et al. [2008]82

assimilated monthly GRACE TWS estimates into the Catchment Land Surface Model83

(CLSM) using an ensemble Kalman smoother (EnKS)-like approach and distributed the84

increments evenly over each day of the month. Li et al. [2012] and Forman et al. [2012]85

applied a similar method as in Zaitchik et al. [2008] and showed the benefits of assim-86

ilation in drought monitoring and snow water equivalent estimation. Furthermore, the87

drought indicators based on assimilated GRACE data, in particular the groundwater stor-88

age drought indicator, showed their great value for drought detection [Houborg et al.,89

2012]. Eicker et al. [2014] and Schumacher et al. [2016] assimilated GRACE data us-90

ing an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) to jointly update model states and parameters at91

monthly time steps with consideration of spatial covariance. Tangdamrongsub et al. [2015]92

also implemented an EnKF to assimilate GRACE data into a model considering hydrolog-93

ical routing and demonstrated that GRACE data assimilation can improve overall model94

behavior but with little improvement in streamflow estimates. van Dijk et al. [2014] devel-95

oped an “off-line" assimilation scheme combining GRACE, satellite water level data and96

hydrological models for global water cycle reanalysis. All these studies demonstrate the97

potential of GRACE data assimilation to improve TWS and groundwater estimates. How-98

ever, the assimilation of TWS does not guarantee accurate estimation of surface SM [Li99

et al., 2012], and vice versa.100

Assimilating multiple observations of the water cycle components should maximize101

consistency between water balance variables and result in improved water balance esti-102

mates. In this study, the feasibility and benefits of jointly assimilating SMOS-derived SM103

and GRACE-derived TWS estimates into a global water balance model (i.e. the World-104

Wide Water model, W3; van Dijk et al. [2013], Section 2.1) was investigated. To assess105

the performance of the joint assimilation, the open-loop model (without assimilation), the106

assimilation of SMOS data only and the assimilation of GRACE data only, respectively,107

were conducted as comparison against the joint assimilation results. In-situ surface SM,108

root-zone SM, evapotranspiration (ET), streamflow, and groundwater level observations109

were used to evaluate the assimilation results (Section 3). SMOS observed near-surface110

SM and GRACE observed TWSA were also used as independent data sets to evaluate111
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either GRACE-only or SMOS-only assimilation experiment. TWSA estimated through112

SMOS-only data assimilation were evaluated against GRACE TWSA data to examine the113

influence of SM assimilation on TWSA estimates. Conversely, SMOS observations were114

used to evaluate surface SM estimates in the GRACE-only assimilation experiment as an-115

cillary independent observations in addition to in situ measurements. The deficiencies of116

the assimilation of either SMOS or GRACE data only, and the comparative benefits of117

joint assimilation for estimating soil moisture profile, groundwater and fluxes are outlined118

(Section 4).119

2 Materials and Method120

2.1 Hydrological modelling121

The hydrological model employed in this study is the World-Wide Water (W3) model122

[van Dijk et al., 2013] (available at http://www.wenfo.org/wald/). It is a global water bal-123

ance model based on the landscape hydrology component model of the Australia Water124

Resource Assessment system (AWRA-L) [van Dijk, 2010a; van Dijk and Renzullo, 2011].125

Full technical details about AWRA-L can be found in the model technical documentation126

[van Dijk, 2010a]. The W3 model consists of a grid-based, one-dimensional landscape hy-127

drological model with modules describing surface water and groundwater dynamics and128

snow. It can be considered as a hybrid between a simplified grid-based land surface model129

and a “lumped" catchment model of water balance, vegetation ecohydrology and phenol-130

ogy [van Dijk et al., 2013].131

Soil water and energy fluxes are simulated individually for two hydrological re-132

sponse units (HRUs), namely, deep-rooted vegetation and shallow-rooted vegetation. Each133

of the HRUs occupies a fraction of each grid cell fHRU . The groundwater and surface134

water (rivers, lakes and reservoirs) dynamics are simulated at grid cell level, effectively135

representing individual catchments. Lateral water distribution between grid cells is not136

considered in the vertical water balance estimation. Net radiation is the sum of net short-137

wave radiation and net long-wave radiation [Brutsaert, 1975]. Precipitation is partitioned138

into interception evaporation and net precipitation. The net precipitation is partitioned139

into infiltration, infiltration excess surface runoff and saturation excess runoff [van Dijk,140

2010a].141
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W3-simulated TWS is the integration of soil moisture, groundwater, surface water,142

snow and vegetation water storage. The soil water storage is partitioned into individual143

stores for three layers: top layer S0, shallow root layer Ss and deep root layer Sd in equiv-144

alent water height. Fluxes for these three unsaturated soil layers comprise infiltration, soil145

evaporation, drainage and root water uptake. Layer thickness and porosity are not sepa-146

rately specified to avoid model parameter estimation equifinality issues [Renzullo et al.,147

2014]. Instead, a maximum water holding capacity SzFC (field capacity) is specified for148

each layer z. Spatial estimates of soil water availability from the Australian Soil Resource149

Information System (http://www.asris.csiro.au) were used to estimate the equivalent physi-150

cal thickness of the W3-modelled soil layer. Thickness can be estimated by the proportion151

of field capacity water storage to the available water content (i.e. the difference between152

field capacity and wilting point for each soil layer). The resulting thicknesses of the top-153

layer soil in W3 is 5 to 10 cm. The shallow- and deep-root soil layers have an estimated154

thickness between 15-25 cm and 3-6 m, respectively.155

Groundwater balance terms include ground water storage, Sg , recharge from deep156

drainage, capillary rise (estimated with a linear diffusion equation), evaporation from ground-157

water saturated areas, and discharge into streams (estimated with a linear reservoir model)158

[Peña-Arancibia et al., 2010; van Dijk, 2010b,a]. The river water balance comprises sur-159

face water storage, Sr , inflows from runoff and discharge, open water evaporation and160

catchment water yield [van Dijk, 2010a]. A simple but widely tested snow model used in161

HBV96 (Hydrologiska Byrans Vattenbalansavdelning model) was implemented in W3 for162

snow water balance estimation [Bergström et al., 1995]. Finally, it is assumed that 80% of163

vegetation biomass consists of water.164

Global daily gridded 0.5◦ precipitation, short-wave and long-wave downwards ra-165

diation, air temperature, wind speed, surface pressure, humidity and snow rate from the166

WATCH (Water and Global Change) Forcing Data methodology applied to ERA-Interim167

(WFDEI) [Weedon et al., 2014] (available at https://wci.earth2observe.eu/), were used as168

meteorological inputs to the model. A global tree cover fraction map [Hansen et al., 2003]169

was used to determine the vegetation fraction of each HRU. An albedo climatology was170

derived from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer white-sky albedo [Moody et al.,171

2005] (http://modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/ALBEDO/). The parameter values used in this172

study are based on those from AWRA-L version 0.5 [van Dijk, 2010a].173
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2.2 Satellite observations174

2.2.1 SMOS soil moisture retrieval175

SMOS observations allow retrieval of near-surface SM at global scale with a repeat176

cycle of 2-3 days [Kerr et al., 2001]. The SMOS satellite is in a sun-synchronous orbit177

that has equatorial overpasses at 6:00 am ascending and 6:00 pm descending. The sig-178

nal depth of the SMOS L-band observations is typically in the range of 0-5 cm, depend-179

ing on the degree of soil wetness. Daily global SM retrievals from the Level 3 CATDS180

(Centre Aval de Traitement des Données SMOS) product [Jacquette et al., 2010] from Jan-181

uary 2010 to December 2013 were used. The Level 3 SM retrieval algorithm is based on182

the ESA level 2 processor [Kerr et al., 2012] but enhanced using a multi-orbit retrieval183

method. The retrievals are available for both ascending and descending orbits on a regular184

25 km EASE (Equal Area Scalable Earth) grid instead of the irregular ISEA (Icosahedral185

Snyder Equal Area) system [Kerr et al., 2008]. The data quality index, which considers186

the error in the retrieval as well as the accuracy of the brightness temperatures, quantifies187

the uncertainty in the retrievals.188

The daily SM estimates used in the assimilation were derived from ascending passes,189

since the retrievals from early morning or nighttime brightness temperatures show bet-190

ter agreement with in situ measurements [Jackson et al., 2012; Dente et al., 2012; de Jeu,191

2003; Draper et al., 2009]. To facilitate assimilation into the W3 model, SMOS SM re-192

trievals were upscaled from their original 0.25◦ resolution to the W3 modeling grid of193

0.5◦ resolution by simple averaging to be consistent with the forcing data.194

2.2.2 GRACE total water storage estimates195

Since 2002, GRACE has measured variations in the regional gravity field to provide196

unique measurements of monthly mass changes at regional to global scale. Changes in197

water storage induce mass redistribution and, therefore, can be estimated from GRACE198

after removing atmospheric, ocean and other time-variable gravity effects. The total wa-199

ter storage (TWS) change estimates used in this study were obtained from the most recent200

release of the monthly 3◦ × 3◦ Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL: http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov)201

mascon solution (JPL-RL05M) [Watkins et al., 2015]. The mascon surface mass changes202

are provided with a spatial sampling of 0.5◦ resolution due to the boundaries of mascons203

locating parallels of 0.5◦ increments. The value of each 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ grid inside a corre-204
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sponding mascon is identical. JPL-RL05M used surface spherical cap mascons to directly205

estimate mass variation from the inter-satellite range-rate measurements. The regulariza-206

tion used employs a combination of quasi-global geophysical models and altimetry obser-207

vations to obtain accurate mass flux estimates globally and eliminates the need for empir-208

ical destriping filtering. A glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) correction has been applied209

based on the model introduced by Geruo et al. [2013]. Additional scaling factors derived210

from hydrological modelling [Landerer and Swenson, 2012] for the interpretation of sig-211

nals at sub-mascon resolution were not applied to the data in this study. Uncertainty in212

each mascon derived, following Wahr et al. [1998], is provided along with the product.213

Each monthly TWS estimate represents the surface mass anomaly relative to the base-214

line average over January 2004 to December 2009. To obtain absolute TWS estimates, the215

averaged model-simulated TWS over the same period was added to the GRACE TWS es-216

timates in the assimilation. Twelve years of GRACE TWS change estimates from April217

2002 to December 2013 were used in this study.218

2.3 Data assimilation method219

In this study, two single-observation assimilation experiments (i.e. the SMOS-only220

assimilation or GRACE-only assimilation, respectively) were conducted as comparisons221

to the joint assimilation of SMOS and GRACE observations. SMOS SM retrievals were222

assimilated into the W3 model using both the EnKF (Ensemble Kalman Filter) and EnKS223

(Ensemble Kalman Smoother). GRACE TWSA estimates were assimilated into the model224

using the EnKS with a one month assimilation window considering temporal error corre-225

lations between each day. Near-daily SMOS SM and monthly GRACE TWSA retrievals226

were jointly integrated into the W3 model through the EnKS with a one-month assimila-227

tion window to resolve their difference in temporal resolution. Like most data assimilation228

approaches, our approach explicitly acknowledges that precipitation estimates are uncer-229

tain. As a result, water balance is not necessarily maintained, that is, changes in the total230

water storage in each control volume (i.e., grid cell TWS) may vary from the net sum of231

fluxes (i.e., the original precipitation estimate, evapotranspiration and streamflow). This is232

addressed in Section 4.4.233
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2.3.1 Ensemble Kalman filter and ensemble Kalman smoother234

The EnKF is a Monte-Carlo implementation of the Bayesian state update problem235

that was first introduced by Evensen [1994] to improve the computational feasibility for236

high-dimensional systems. It is relatively simple and efficient, and has become one of the237

most popular approaches for assimilating satellite data (e.g. Reichle et al. [2002]; Crow238

and Wood [2003]; Clark et al. [2008]; Renzullo et al. [2014]; Lievens et al. [2015]). The239

ensemble of model states is generated by propagating the model forward in time with240

perturbations, known as forecast states. The forecast state ensemble is used to determine241

model covariances under the assumption of unbiased (i.e. random only) model error. In242

the analysis or update step, the forecast states representing the uncertainty in model states243

are adjusted towards the observations by the Kalman gain matrix, which is determined by244

model and observation error covariances.245

The EnKS is a sequential smoother using only the ensemble of forward-in-time246

model states, and bears a strong resemblance to the EnKF [Evensen and Van Leeuwen,247

2000]. Unlike the EnKF, the EnKS computes the analysis from previous times up to the248

current time within an assimilation window, and information at assimilation times is prop-249

agated backwards in time using the ensemble covariances. A fixed-lag (or assimilation250

window) is defined in practical implementations to improve computational efficiency [Cohn251

et al., 1994]. The assimilation window is determined based on the assumption that the252

observations will only impact the states in this time interval. The EnKS also eliminates253

discontinuities or spikes otherwise obtained with sequential filtering of infrequent obser-254

vations. The benefits of EnKS over EnKF have been demonstrated in several studies (e.g.255

Evensen and Van Leeuwen [2000]; Dunne and Entekhabi [2006]; Dunne et al. [2007]).256

Generation of an ensemble with an appropriate spread is a critical step in the ensemble-257

based assimilation. The ensemble spread should be large enough to allow the observations258

to influence model estimates [Renzullo et al., 2014]. Inappropriate ensembles will impact259

on model error covariances and place undue emphasis on either the observations or the260

modeled forecast, thus affecting the correlated states [Turner et al., 2008]. The initial con-261

ditions of the ensembles were perturbed and optimized by a 10-year ensemble open-loop262

spin-up from 1992 to 2002 to reach dynamic equilibrium. The meteorological forcing data263

for the model were perturbed to generate an ensemble of forecast states. Each ensemble264

member i of the state variable x at current time step (t) can be expressed in a discrete265
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form as266

xi−t = f (xi+t−1,u
i
t ,α,ω

i
t ) i = 1, ...,M, (1)267

where f represents the hydrologic model and u, α, and ω indicate the forcing data, model268

parameters and model error respectively. The superscripts ‘-’ and ‘+’ represent the fore-269

cast and analysis state, and M denotes the number of ensemble members. In this study,270

100 ensemble members were used to ensure an accurate approximation of the error covari-271

ances while maintaining computational efficiency.272

A previous assimilation study with the closely related AWRA-L model by Renzullo273

et al. [2014] found that daily precipitation, incoming shortwave radiation and average air274

temperature were the most important forcing variables and that the perturbation of these275

variables ensures adequate ensemble spread. Therefore, radiation and air temperature were276

perturbed with an additive error, and precipitation was perturbed with a multiplicative er-277

ror. Gaussian noise of 50 W.m−2 was added to the shortwave radiation, while air tempera-278

ture was perturbed with an additive error of 2K. We assumed a multiplicative error in pre-279

cipitation (Pg) by taking a univariate random sample between ±0.6 Pg to avoid negative280

rainfall for low or zero rainfall values.281

The satellite observations available at measurement time t can be gathered in a vec-282

tor yt with the uncertainties specified in the random error ϵ such that283

yt = H (xi−t ) + ϵ i , ϵ ∼ N (0,R), (2)284

where H is the observation operator that maps the state vector x to the observation space.285

In both EnKF and EnKS, the analysis state for each ensemble member can be updated286

with the forecast state and a weighted difference between the observation and model pre-287

diction as:288

xi+ = xi− + P−HT (HP−HT + R)−1[y −H (xi−) + ϵ i], i = 1, ...,M, (3)289

where the model error covariance P can be computed from the ensemble of forecast states.290

If the model error covariance P approaches zero, less weight is gained from the observa-291

tion y. On the contrary, if the observation error tends towards zero, the analysis states are292

dominated by the observations.293

In the EnKF, model forecast error covariance at time t is computed as294

P−t =
1

M − 1

M!

i=1

[xi−t − x−t ][xi−t − x−t ]T , (4)295
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where the analysis state is only influenced by the observation and model error covariance296

at the update time t. However, all the forecast states within a smoothing interval are up-297

dated together with a set of available observations in the EnKS. Therefore, the temporal298

correlations within the observation and model forecast states are considered in the error299

covariance matrices.300

2.3.2 Assimilating SMOS only301

Both EnKF and EnKS were employed to assimilate SMOS-derived SM data in the302

W3 model. The model states x for update were the W3 simulated top- and shallow-layer303

soil water storage for two HRUs (shallow-rooted and deep-rooted vegetation, i.e. S0hru1,304

S0hru2, SShru1, SShru2). The SMOS observations impact on the model-simulated deeper305

soil water storage indirectly through the percolation process from the top soil layer and306

directly through the adjustments from the error correlation structure in the analysis step.307

The model states of each grid cell were updated independently without considering neigh-308

boring grid cells. The analysis increments of two HRUs for each grid cell were calculated309

separately.310

Before the assimilation, SM observations were rescaled to remove systematic differ-311

ence between the model and observations [Reichle and Koster, 2004; Renzullo et al., 2014;312

Koster et al., 2009]. This is mainly because the W3 model simulates soil water storage in313

equivalent water height but SMOS SM retrievals are in volumetric water content. Scaling314

was done by a mean and variance matching, which ensures the same statistical distribution315

between model and observations for an effective adjustment of the model estimates. The316

observations were transformed into model space without modifying the dynamics of the317

data.318

The observation operator H was the relative wetness ω in this case, due to the in-319

consistency in units and soil layer thickness between the SMOS observations and W3320

model. Relative wetness was calculated as321

H = ω = (1 − f sat )ω0 + f sat , (5)322

where ω0 is the relative wetness of the unsaturated soil column, derived by scaling the top323

soil layer water storage by the field capacity (i.e. S0/S0FC ) for each HRU, and f sat is the324

fraction saturated area.325
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To avoid ensemble collapse and to optimize the use of observations, the covariance326

inflation technique introduced by Anderson and Anderson [1999] was applied to the top327

soil layer water storage estimates. Instead of applying a fixed inflation factor all the time,328

we inflated the ensemble only when the model error was less than 5%. This rational was329

used to ensure model uncertainties competitive with SMOS uncertainties to allow SMOS330

to impact on the model states. The inflation factor was calculated dynamically from the331

variance of the top-layer storage estimates based on error propagation theory. This pro-332

cedure eliminated the under-estimation of the model error, especially during low or zero333

rainfall period. Without covariance inflation, error variance would decrease in time to low334

values, and therefore the observation would not impart constraint on the model estimates335

[Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2005].336

In the EnKF, the states were updated instantaneously when the SMOS observation337

was available. In the EnKS, by contrast, all of forecast states in a month were entered in338

one vector and updated jointly on the last day of a month. The temporal and spatial vary-339

ing observation errors used in the assimilation were derived from the uncertainties of the340

SM provided along with the SMOS product. Since the observations were transformed to341

relative wetness instead of absolute values, the uncertainties of the relative wetness de-342

rived from SMOS were transformed using the same scaling factor applied to the original343

SMOS SM data.344

2.3.3 Assimilating GRACE only345

GRACE TWS change estimates represent the average TWS change over a month.346

The W3 model, however, simulates TWS at a daily time step. We used the EnKS with a347

one-month assimilation window to assimilate GRACE TWS change. The long-term TWS348

mean from the open-loop model simulation was added to GRACE TWS anomalies to ob-349

tain the absolute TWS estimates. The water storage components from the W3 model com-350

prised the system states, and were updated individually with GRACE estimates. We used351

the 3◦ mascon solutions with a spatial sampling at 0.5◦ resolution, without considering352

the spatial correlation between neighboring grids. Thus, there was no variation in TWS353

anomalies inside the grid cells corresponding to each 3◦ mascon. GRACE TWS signals354

were disaggregated vertically into changes in the individual water stores and temporally355

into daily variations through the assimilation process.356
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H = 1
N

N!

n=1

[ fHRU1(Sn
0,hru1 + Sn

S,hru1 + Sn
d,hru1 + Sn

snow,hru1 + Sn
veg,hru1)

+ fHRU1(Sn
0,hru1 + Sn

S,hru1 + Sn
d,hru1 + Sn

snowhru1 + Sn
veghru1) + Sn

g + Sn
r ],

(6)357

We calculated model predicted monthly-averaged TWS using all the daily TWS es-358

timates in a month as the observation operator H (Equation 6). Since the water stores359

associated with the soil (three layers), snow and vegetation water are simulated indepen-360

dently with two HRUs, and groundwater and surface water are simulated at the grid scale,361

all the daily states in a month were gathered in a (5 × 2 + 2) 12N × 1 state vector for362

each ensemble member (i.e. 12 states per day for N days in a month). The N-day state363

error variance and observation state error covariance were computed, and then used to364

compute the analysis increments for individual daily water stores. In the assimilation, the365

ensemble of forecast states was established using all daily forecasts in the month. The366

smoother was applied at the end of the month and updated all states back to the first day367

of the month through the temporal error correlation. Next, the states of the first day from368

the next month were initialized with the analysis states of the last day from the previous369

month. The perturbation of the observations was temporally and spatially independent us-370

ing the uncertainties provided with the JPL-RLM05 product.371

2.3.4 Joint assimilation372

Different from the single-observation assimilation experiments, joint assimilation373

provides multiple constraints to the W3 model estimates. We applied an EnKS with a one-374

month assimilation window to assimilate the SMOS SM and GRACE TWS observations375

into the W3 model. The state vector was the same as for the GRACE-only experiment,376

including all daily water storage compartments for a month. The observation vector was377

established with all available SMOS observations during the month and a single monthly378

GRACE observation. The observation operator in the joint assimilation combined the op-379

erator for the assimilation of SMOS and GRACE data, respectively. The model-predicted380

daily relative wetness of the top soil layer was calculated as explained in Section 2.3.2,381

while model-predicted TWS was treated identically as the GRACE-only experiment (see382

Section 2.3.3). The analysis increments of the states were calculated from both SMOS and383

GRACE data based on the error variance and covariance matrices (Equation 3). Therefore,384
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the degree of influence from the observations on the model states is related to the relative385

error magnitudes of the model and both SMOS and GRACE observations.386

The mismatch in dynamic range and observation frequency required special atten-387

tion. There were two orders of magnitude difference between the units of SM and TWS,388

resulting in large differences in the magnitude of uncertainties (i.e. ∼ 0.04 m3/m3 for SM389

and ∼ 20 mm for TWS). The large observation uncertainties of GRACE assigned the cor-390

responding elements a relatively smaller value in the Kalman gain matrix, resulting in less391

weight given to the GRACE observations. There were about 10 SMOS observations per392

month and only 1 monthly GRACE observation, thus the analysis increment for each in-393

dividual state was impacted by 10 SM observations and 1 TWS observations. Left unad-394

dressed, the analysis increments gained from SMOS and GRACE data would therefore395

be imbalanced, leading SMOS to unduly dominate the model estimates. To account for396

this unit disparity, and to ensure neither observations inappropriately dominated the model397

estimate, a weighting factor was applied to the observation uncertainties. We conducted398

several experiments with different scaling factors for the observation uncertainties to allow399

SMOS and GRACE to have approximately equal weighting in the state vector updating400

process. Three of those experiments are described here, i.e. assimilation with original ob-401

servation uncertainties, multiplying SMOS uncertainties by 2 and multiplying GRACE402

uncertainties by 0.5, respectively.403

2.4 Model evaluation404

We used GRACE observed TWS anomalies to validate the TWS estimates updated405

by the SMOS-only assimilation, and SMOS SM to validate SM estimates updated by as-406

similation of GRACE only. This analysis was helpful to evaluate the performance of the407

single-observation assimilation and to investigate whether there was any conflicting in-408

formation imparted by the two observations. In addition, in situ measurements of near-409

surface SM, root-zone SM, groundwater level, evapotranspiration and streamflow were410

used to validate related model-simulated water balance variables in comparison to the411

open-loop model simulation. These measurements are described in the following sections.412
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2.4.1 Soil moisture observations413

Three separate Australian networks of in situ SM sensors were used in the evalua-414

tion of our modeling results: OzNet, OzFlux and CosmOz [Holgate et al., 2016] (Figure415

1(a)). OzFlux and CosmOz sites are spread across Australia, while OzNet provides dense416

measurements for one catchment (that of the Murrumbidgee River) in southeast Australia.417

OzFlux is a national ecosystem research network providing observations of energy, car-418

bon and water exchange between the atmosphere (http://www.ozflux.org.au). CosmOz is419

a network of cosmic-ray sensors containing 10 calibrated stations out of 14 total stations420

across Australia (http://cosmoz.csiro.au). OzNet contains 63 monitoring stations in the421

Murrumbidgee River catchment in New South Wales, Australia [Smith et al., 2012]. Most422

OzNet and OzFlux stations use Campbell Scientific water content reflectometry probes423

and provide SM at depths from 0 to up to 90cm. Unlike the point measurements from424

other networks, the measurement scale of the CosmOz cosmic ray probes have a signal425

source area with an approximately 600m radius, i.e. ∼30 ha [Desilets and Zreda, 2013].426

The signal depth is influenced by water content itself; from ∼10 cm depth in saturated soil427

to ∼50 cm in very dry soil [Franz et al., 2012].428

We evaluated model-simulated near-surface SM using all available in situ measure-429

ments (OzNet, OzFlux, CosmOz) at 0-10 cm from 2010 to 2013. The CosmOz measure-430

ments were used to evaluate surface SM, due to the depth of CosmOz measurements be-431

ing generally 6-15 cm in wet soil [Hawdon et al., 2014]. Furthermore, measurements from432

37 OzNet probes measurements during our assimilation period were used for evaluation433

of root-zone SM at 0-30 cm and 0-90 cm depth. For each OzNet, OzFlux and CosmOz434

probe, daily SM were computed by averaging all the measurements within the 24 hours.435

The mean of all measurements within a model grid cell was used if these contained mul-436

tiple probes (locations are available at Table S1). We provisionally assumed these daily-437

averaged measurement to be representative for the coincident model grid cell. Since the438

averaged effective depth of CosmOz sites are around 10-15cm, the CosmOz sites were in-439

cluded in the evaluation of top-layer soil moisture. In total, there were in situ data for 39440

grid cells to evaluate the top-layer SM estimates and 9 grid cells to evaluate the shallow-441

layer SM estimates. Correlations between in situ data and model-simulated soil water442

storage at the same depth were calculated to evaluate the accuracy of the estimation, to443

circumvent the difference in units between model simulations (mm extractable water) and444

in situ measurements (soil volume %).445
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2.4.2 Groundwater observations446

There are around 800,000 groundwater monitoring bores spread unevenly across447

Australia, providing point-scale groundwater level change over time (Figure 1(b)). The448

groundwater level data from the Australian Groundwater Explorer (Bureau of Meteorol-449

ogy,450

http://www.bom.gov.au/water/groundwater/explorer) were collected. We chose bores that451

had more than 24 observations and at least 4 consecutive months over the period of Jan-452

uary 2002 to December 2013. Water level was reported as either depth to water (DTW,453

depth below a reference point on the bore), standing water level (SWL, distance from the454

top of the ground surface to the groundwater) or reduced standing water level (RSWL,455

groundwater elevation above Australian Height Datum). We calculated groundwater level456

anomalies from these measurements and aggregated them to 309 values on 0.5◦ grid cells457

to enable a comparison to model-estimated groundwater storage anomalies. The mean458

of all the measurements in a grid cell was assumed to be representative of the grid cell,459

since GRACE detected the average water change inside its footprint and cannot distin-460

guish the difference between aquifers. The number of bores in each grid cell varies from461

1 to > 4000; most grid cells with high bore density were located in south-east Australia.462

Monthly groundwater level anomalies were computed by averaging all the measurements463

during a month and compared with model simulations owing to the difference of water464

level baseline for each bore. Specific yield values were not applied to the water level mea-465

surements because we only evaluated correlation between groundwater level anomalies466

and groundwater storage estimates. This avoids errors from assumed specific yield values467

to contaminate the comparison.468

2.4.3 Evapotranspiration observations469

Observations from the OzFlux network (http://www.ozflux.org.au) were used to eval-470

uate model estimates of daily evapotranspiration (ET) from January 2010 to December471

2011. The coincident model grid cell was compared with observations from 16 flux tow-472

ers. Observations were converted from latent heat flux measurement, integrated over the473

24-hour period, into model units of mm per day using the latent heat of vaporisation (i.e.474

2.45 MJ/kg).475
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2.4.4 Streamflow observations476

Streamflow observations from 780 unregulated catchments across Australia [Zhang477

et al., 2013] were used in the evaluation of monthly modelled streamflow. Where catch-478

ment boundaries overlapped serval model cells, corresponding cells were averaged to give479

representative model estimates. Similarly, where several catchments were within a single480

model cell, the streamflow data were averaged. The catchment boundaries and their coin-481

cident model grid cells are shown in Figure S1 of the supplementary data. In total, there482

were 84 aggregated catchments available from January 2010 to December 2011 for use in483

the evaluation of model-simulated streamflow before and after the assimilation.484

3 Results485

3.1 Contributions of SMOS and GRACE data to different water stores486

The analysis increments were calculated as percentages to investigate the contri-487

butions to different water stores from SMOS data and GRACE data. Figure 2 shows the488

averaged analysis increments of March and September from three assimilation experi-489

ments: the SMOS-only assimilation (EnKF), GRACE-only assimilation and joint assim-490

ilation, respectively. The analysis increments to the top-layer soil water from SMOS-only491

assimilation was the largest among the three with around 30% (Figure 2(a)). GRACE data492

were less correlated with top-layer soil water storage and led to moderate analysis incre-493

ments (Figure 2(b)). This appears to be a result of the high variability of near-surface494

SM in both time and space and the incongruity between daily precipitation and monthly495

GRACE TWS change observations. Also, the monthly TWS change provided the informa-496

tion of integrated water storage change over a period and may attenuate or cancel out the497

small magnitude change of surface soil water through the averaging. However, SMOS and498

GRACE data imparted opposite water variations in east Australia, where SMOS decreased499

the soil moisture and GRACE increased the soil moisture. Similar conflicting increments500

were found for the shallow- and deep-layer soil moisture between GRACE and SMOS501

data. Figure 2(c) shows the analysis increments from both SMOS and GRACE through502

joint assimilation. The adjustments of top- and shallow layer soil water storage were dom-503

inated by SMOS data, similar to SMOS-only assimilation trends but with a reduced am-504

plitude of change. This is probably because the EnKS smoothed the adjustments over a505

month instead of providing an instantaneously update.506
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In the SMOS-only assimilation, groundwater storage was not included in the state507

vector. The analysis increments of groundwater and TWS were caused by the other up-508

dated states and model physics. Therefore, assimilating SMOS data alone can greatly509

impact other states such as groundwater and TWS. However, the analysis increments for510

groundwater and TWS from the joint assimilation were similar to the increments from511

GRACE-only assimilation. The magnitude of increments of the joint assimilation was512

slightly smaller than the GRACE-only assimilation, owing to the inconsistent increments513

from SMOS data. Thus, assimilating SMOS or GRACE data alone can lead to different514

water variations for different water layers. Overall, SMOS mainly contributed to update515

the top- and shallow-layer soil water estimates, while GRACE dominated groundwater and516

TWS estimates.517

3.2 Consistency with satellite retrievals518

The top soil layer relative wetness estimated from open-loop model simulation and519

different assimilation experiments were compared with SMOS-derived near-surface SM520

(Figure 3(a)). GRACE-derived TWS anomalies were compared to model-simulated monthly521

TWS anomalies with and without the assimilation of satellite observations (Figure 3(b)).522

The 0.5◦ model-simulated TWS anomalies were aggregated over each 3◦ mascon to com-523

pare with GRACE data. It is expected that the assimilation of observations would bring524

model estimates closer to the observations and 99% of correlations passed the significance525

test. The averaged correlation of SM from SMOS-only assimilation and SMOS data im-526

proved to 0.88 and 0.86 for EnKF-SMOS and EnKS-SMOS, respectively (Table 1). Simi-527

larly, the correlation of TWS from GRACE-only assimilation and GRACE data improved528

from 0.57 to 0.75 and the root mean square (RMS) error was reduced by 15 mm on aver-529

age. This merely demonstrates that the assimilation had the intended effect.530

The SM estimates from the GRACE-only assimilation can be compared with SMOS531

data as an independent evaluation to investigate any potential degradation of GRACE data532

on surface soil moisture estimation. The results showed that assimilating GRACE data533

alone overall had no improvement on estimating surface SM and slightly degraded the534

correlation of SMOS data for more than half of the grid cells (Table 1), compared with535

the open-loop model simulation. Therefore, assimilating only GRACE data did not pro-536

duce more accurate estimates of surface soil moisture. On the other hand, assimilating537

only SMOS data degraded correlation with GRACE TWSA compared to open-loop es-538
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timates, with only 30% of the grid cells showing an improved correlation (Table 1). Ev-539

idently, assimilation of SMOS data alone also did not improve the estimation of TWS,540

with a decrease of 0.16 in averaged correlation when the EnKF was used. Therefore, as-541

similating SMOS data alone can considerably degrade the estimation of TWS.542

The joint assimilation achieved similarly good agreement with SMOS data and GRACE543

data as the SMOS-only assimilation and the GRACE-only assimilation, respectively. Fig-544

ure 4(a) and (b) shows the time series of the top soil layer relative wetness and TWSA545

before and after the assimilation at Yanco (located in the south of the Murray-Darling546

Basin), illustrating the improvement in consistency with SMOS and GRACE data. The547

joint assimilation sometimes showed less agreement with GRACE data than GRACE-only548

assimilation, such as Point B in Figure 3(b). In other cases, the consistency was improved549

with the joint assimilation at Point A. The decrease in correlation could be caused by the550

inconsistent trends between rainfall, SMOS and GRACE, as shown in Figure 5(a)-(c). Fig-551

ure 5(e)-(h) shows time series of GRACE, SMOS, rainfall and model-simulated TWS552

at Points A and B. The results show that the same trends between rainfall, SMOS and553

GRACE can result in improved agreement with GRACE data. However the agreement de-554

graded at Point B, where GRACE observed TWS increased but no precipitation and soil555

moisture increased over time.556

3.3 Evaluation against near-surface soil moisture measurements557

Model-simulated top soil layer relative wetness values were compared with in situ558

measurements of SM at 5-10 cm depth. Assimilating only SMOS data significantly im-559

proved model-estimated near-surface SM compared to the open-loop estimates, by up560

to 0.32 in correlation (Figure 6(a)), but a few sites located close to the water body or in561

densely vegetated areas showed slightly lower correlations after assimilation. SMOS ob-562

servations in these locations (e.g. Dry River, Howard Spring and Tumbarumba) showed563

poor correlation with the in situ measurements. Overall, the EnKS produced slightly bet-564

ter correlations with in situ observations than the EnKF.565

The assimilation of only GRACE data did not strongly change the correlation of sur-566

face SM with the in-situ measurements and was overall not beneficial. Only one grid cell567

(Adelong Creek; Figure 1) showed better correlation than other assimilation experiments.568

This may have been the standing water effect on SMOS SM retrieval. Since microwave569
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brightness temperature has a high sensitivity to open water, a small fraction of water bod-570

ies within the footprint can result in a considerable overestimation of retrieved SM [Ye571

et al., 2015]. Joint assimilation generally improved the near-surface SM estimates in most572

locations, with the same efficiency as the SMOS-only assimilation. The largest improve-573

ment was up to 0.27 (Figure 6(a); Table S2). Only one grid cell showed a decrease in cor-574

relation by 0.1 when compared with the open-loop simulation (CosmOz Tumbarumba site575

located in a wet forest environment Figure 1).576

3.4 Evaluation against root-zone soil moisture measurements577

Root-zone SM measurements from the OzNet Network at 0-30 cm, 30-90 cm and578

0-90 cm depths were used to evaluate the model-simulated shallow- and deep-layer soil579

water storage estimates. Figure 6(b-d) show that assimilating surface SM data from SMOS580

led to improved soil moisture at different depths, in particular shallow layer soil moisture581

estimates. An average increase in correlation of 0.15 (Table S3) was found at shallow root582

zone SM estimates with both EnKF and EnKS. Assimilation of GRACE data only showed583

more impacts on improving root zone SM than surface SM estimation, with an increase584

in correlation by up to 0.29 (Figure 6(d), Table S3). The joint assimilation combined the585

information of both surface SM and TWS variation and showed its capability to estimate586

the shallow-layer soil moisture better than the other three assimilation experiments. The587

resulting SM estimates showed an increase of 0.1 in correlation at both shallow and deep588

layer soil, as well as the full root zone.589

3.5 Evaluation against groundwater level measurements590

Assimilating only GRACE significantly improved the correlation with groundwater591

level measurements against model open-loop, as shown in Figure 7(a). The correlation is592

increased by an average 0.1 and up to as much as 0.9 for individual grid cells. Improved593

agreement between model-estimated groundwater storage change and groundwater level594

measurements further emphasised the benefit of GRACE TWS assimilation for deeper wa-595

ter stores. Figure 7(c) illustrates the improvement of the groundwater storage anomalies596

estimated for the Murray-Darling Basin after assimilation of GRACE data for an extended597

12-year period. The magnitude of the groundwater storage changes is intensified due to598

the assimilation of GRACE data, with greater depletion in dry periods (2006 to 2010) and599

greater increases during wet periods (2010 to 2013) over the basin. The correlation was600
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improved from 0.50 to 0.80. Note that the actual units vary between the assimilation re-601

sults and bore data, since specific yield was too uncertain to attempt a conversion from602

water storage to groundwater level.603

Figure 7(b) shows the locations where the joint assimilation performed better than604

the GRACE-only assimilation. The majority of grids showed improved correlation than605

GRACE-only assimilation with an improvement in correlation by up to 0.4. In partic-606

ular, improved correlation was found in the areas where opposing trends in SMOS SM607

and GRACE TWS were observed. This indicated the potential to simulate the water loss608

caused by the groundwater extraction, which is not represented in the model. Figure 7(d)609

shows the comparison of simulated groundwater storage change from the GRACE-only as-610

similation and the joint assimilation at Point C in Figure 7(b). This point is located in the611

agriculture area and has moderate rainfall. However, the relative wetness of soil is over612

0.6 at all time (Figure 7(d) top panel). Groundwater bore data showed a decrease in wa-613

ter level during January to April 2011, while GRACE observed no significant change in614

TWS and the soil moisture increased. The joint assimilation picked up this decrease in615

groundwater but no decrease was estimated with the assimilation of only GRACE data.616

Events with a similar decrease occurred in January to April 2012 and July to September617

2012, and a larger magnitude of groundwater decrease occurred in the joint assimilation618

than in the GRACE-only assimilation. Overall, joint assimilation appeared to impart the619

benefits of the combination of GRACE TWS and SMOS SM as constraints and improved620

the accuracy of the model-simulated groundwater storage dynamics.621

3.6 Evaluation of evapotranspiration and streamflow622

Assimilating SMOS data at daily time step (EnKF-SMOS) showed the biggest im-623

pact on improving ET estimates compared to other experiments with an average correla-624

tion of 0.83 (Table S4). Conversely, assimilating GRACE data slightly degraded the cor-625

relation for most of the points (i.e. 56%). Although the joint assimilation did not signif-626

icantly improve the ET, the proportion of degradation was reduced compared with other627

experiments. Assimilating SMOS and GRACE data slightly improved the accuracy of628

streamflow simulation with average correlation of 0.86 from 0.81 (Table S4). The joint629

assimilation showed improved correlation for 70% of the grid cells and the correlation in-630

creased by up to 0.17 against model open-loop simulation.631
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In this section, model simulated surface soil moisture, root-zone soil moisture, ground-632

water, TWS, ET and streamflow were evaluated with both in situ and satellite observa-633

tions. Figure 8 summarises the independent evaluation of individual water balance com-634

ponent. Overall, joint assimilation resulted in more accurate estimation of soil moisture635

profile at different depths, unlike the assimilation of only one of the two data sets. (Figure636

8(a-c)). Assimilating GRACE data only did not always produce accurate soil moisture es-637

timates and overall less beneficial than either joint or SMOS-only assimilation. Assimilat-638

ing SMOS SM did not improve the correlation between the model-simulated groundwater639

storage and the in situ water level measurements. Indeed, the correlation reduced for most640

of the grid cells compared to the open-loop estimates (Figure 8(d)). The joint assimilation641

show marginal improvement on ET and streamflow. Notably, though, the joint assimilation642

had reduced impact on ET and streamflow performance than single-source data assimila-643

tion (i.e. reduced proportion of correlation decrease).644

4 Discussion645

4.1 Disaggregation of monthly integrated water storage646

The objective of the joint assimilation was to combine the information from both647

SMOS and GRACE data to better estimate the water budget and its variations. An impor-648

tant challenge in the assimilation was to allow for the disparity in temporal resolution and649

spatial resolution at both the vertical and horizontal scales between SMOS data, GRACE650

data and model states. In this study, the EnKS-based assimilation framework with a one-651

month assimilation window successfully disaggregated the monthly GRACE signals into652

daily analysis increments for each water store. Unlike the (GRACE-only) data assimila-653

tion using a filter-based approach [Eicker et al., 2014; Tangdamrongsub et al., 2015] to654

update model estimates monthly or update daily estimates by interpolating GRACE data,655

our EnKS-based assimilation simultaneously updates all daily model states in a month us-656

ing the monthly GRACE data. Different from the approaches of Zaitchik et al. [2008] and657

Li et al. [2012] with an even increment for each day, the increments applied over each day658

of the month were different, thus accounting for temporal error correlations in our method.659

The assimilation of GRACE data improved the consistency between model-estimated660

and GRACE TWS. The clearest improvements were seen in western and southeastern661

Australia (Figure 3(b)). The magnitude of TWS change derived from GRACE was larger662
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than modeled estimates. Hence, assimilating GRACE TWS amplified changes in storage663

and made trends in water loss or gain more distinct (Figure 4(b)). The joint assimilation664

of SMOS and GRACE data sometimes led to reduced agreement with GRACE data due to665

the conflicting constraints. Houborg et al. [2012] also found that the average amplitude of666

the TWS change from the open-loop model was smaller than the GRACE TWS observa-667

tions and the adjustments of water can be subdued by a limited water storage capacity in668

the model to accommodate the adjustments. The integrated water storage change estimates669

from GRACE data were partitioned into increments for different water stores through the670

error correlation structure (Figure 2). In the joint assimilation, the adjustments of soil wa-671

ter stores were dominated by SMOS data, while the contributions to groundwater and672

TWS were mainly from GRACE data. However, assimilation of SMOS alone can result673

in considerable changes in TWS. Our study appears to be the first to compare GRACE674

TWS with TWS estimates after the assimilation of near-surface SM only. The results il-675

lustrate that introducing SM observations may lead to improved near-surface and shallow676

SM estimates, but degraded deeper SM, groundwater and total TWS estimates. Thus, the677

relative weighting between SMOS and GRACE data is critical in the joint assimilation.678

In the experiment of changing the relative weighing between two data sets, we found that679

model-simulated TWS was sensitive to both SMOS and GRACE data (Table 1). Amplify-680

ing SMOS uncertainty and attenuating GRACE uncertainty to accommodate their different681

dynamic range and observation frequency resulted in a better consistency with GRACE682

data: the correlation increased from 0.64 to 0.76 and another 25% additional grid cells683

achieved better correlation than the open-loop simulation. This suggested that SMOS data684

dominated the original analysis adjustments in the joint assimilation configuration. One685

likely reason is that the adjustments of TWS came from 10 SMOS observations per month686

but only one GRACE observation. It also appears that SMOS SM errors may be greater687

than indicated by the retrieval error estimates. The relative weighting between SMOS and688

GRACE data needs to be further investigated to optimize their combined use.689

In this study, 3◦ ×3◦ GRACE mascon solutions were used, but the TWS and ground-690

water change can be highly heterogeneous inside each mascon. Figure 5(c) and (d) com-691

pare the annual trend of TWS variation from GRACE and the joint assimilation. The re-692

sults demonstrated that the joint assimilation produced more detailed spatial variability693

compared with GRACE mascon data. This is due to the model forward run with high res-694

olution forcing data and the constraints from SMOS data. The joint assimilation showed695
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good consistency with GRACE data, except for east coast Australia where GRACE un-696

certainties were relatively large. The joint assimilation also showed better correlation with697

GRACE TWS in north central Australia compared to the assimilation of only GRACE.698

This is illustrated in Figure 5(e) and (f): the dashed line indicates that SMOS assimila-699

tion enhances the analysis by adding or removing more water in the system when SMOS700

has the same trend in TWS as GRACE. This occurs if the TWS change is mainly due to701

the soil water variation. Therefore, assimilating SMOS and GRACE together appears to702

impart more detailed spatial information on the distribution of water, inducing the down-703

scaling of coarse GRACE signals. The TWS estimates with improved spatial resolution704

from the joint assimilation offers a new tool for monitoring total water storage change705

with distinct benefits over the original GRACE data.706

4.2 Impact on soil moisture profile estimates707

The joint assimilation was able to improve the soil moisture estimation in different708

layers (Figure 8(a)-(d)). The improved SM correlation at four contrasting depths demon-709

strates the benefits of joint assimilation on improving the vertical soil moisture profile es-710

timates. In particular, the joint assimilation stood out from the assimilation of only either711

SMOS or GRACE data in improving root-zone SM estimates. Assimilating SMOS data712

with EnKF was less robust than EnKS in improving shallow- and deep-layer soil mois-713

ture. The EnKF corrected the model states instantly as observations became available,714

while the EnKS updated all previous states back to the first day of the month. The EnKS715

smoothed water storage estimates over the month, preventing incurring spikes in the up-716

dated states and eliminating the impact of noisy observations. Moreover, deeper layer soil717

water storage or TWS responded slower to precipitation than surface SM, resulting in a718

time lag with the variation of surface SM. The EnKS with an assimilation window there-719

fore appears more suitable for correcting the states that respond over the course of days or720

months, such as deep soil water, groundwater and TWS.721

SMOS observations can also provide supplementary information about the water in-722

puts and can mitigate errors in precipitation estimates for areas with sparse monitoring723

stations. As illustrated in Figure 5(a), the positive trend in rainfall evident in north-west724

Australia was less than observed in both SMOS and GRACE (Figure 5(b)-(c)), suggest-725

ing the error lay in the precipitation data (there are very few rain gauges in this dry and726

sparsely populated region). An example of comparison between precipitation, in-situ mea-727
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surements and SMOS data at Yanco in Figure 4(a) showed that the joint assimilation re-728

sulted in a higher more soil moisture predicion during July-October as well as January-729

April in both 2010 and 2012, consistent with in-situ measurements. However, no signif-730

icant rainfall events were recorded, indicating an error in precipitation estimates or that731

there was another source inputs water from such as irrigation. Therefore it appears feasi-732

ble that the SMOS data can correct errors in the precipitation estimates and detect other733

source of water inputs, resulting in more accurate estimates of the soil moisture profile.734

This may have considerable value for agricultural water resource management and drought735

monitoring.736

4.3 Impact on groundwater estimates737

Similar to Zaitchik et al. [2008], Houborg et al. [2012], and Tangdamrongsub et al.738

[2015], we found that assimilating GRACE data successfully mitigated the model defi-739

ciency in groundwater simulation and led to major improvements in estimating ground-740

water storage. The correlation with in-situ groundwater level measurements was further741

improved for the majority of grid cells by the joint assimilation, compared to the GRACE-742

only assimilation. Integrating SMOS data most likely constrained the magnitude of ground-743

water storage change from TWS changes with more accurate soil water storage estimates.744

Where they occurred, the opposite trends between GRACE and SMOS provided extra in-745

formation on the exchanges between soil water and groundwater. This may help quan-746

tify groundwater extraction over large areas [Rodell et al., 2009]. In addition, the SMOS747

data helped to refine the spatial pattern of soil and groundwater storage changes derived748

from GRACE data. Long et al. [2016] found that groundwater depletion estimated from749

GRACE is likely to be overestimated. They highlighted the importance of incorporating750

a priori information to refine spatial patterns of GRACE signals. The joint assimilation is751

less efficient if large water storage changes occur as a result of lateral flow from neigh-752

boring cells, e.g. through large rivers or ice mass changes. In such cases, the responsible753

processes need to be quantified and included [van Dijk et al., 2014]. Overall joint assimi-754

lation efficiently improved estimates of groundwater change, potentially resolving the lack755

of groundwater observations at large scales over much of the world.756
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4.4 Impact on evapotranspiration and streamflow757

The joint assimilation framework proposed in this study explicitly acknowledges un-758

certainty in the model forcing data (precipitation, temperature and radiation) and does not759

conserve mass and energy with respect to the original estimates. While the lack of water760

balance is not a problem for some applications, there is potential that estimates of other761

water balance terms may be degraded through data assimilation to compensate for model762

structural and/or input errors. To investigate this, we evaluated the resulting streamflow763

and ET with in-situ measurements. We found no degradation on both ET and streamflow764

estimates after the joint assimilation (Table S4), Figure 8(e)-(f)). Despite differences in765

scale, for most locations there was in fact a slight improvement in correlation with ET and766

streamflow observations and reduced degradation after the joint assimilation as compared767

to single-observation assimilation experiments (i.e. from 56% to 18% and 31% to 23%,768

Table S4). The differences of ET and streamflow between assimilation results and open-769

loop are small, since the fluxes are often reproduced reasonably well in model open-loop770

with an average correlation of 0.78 and 0.81, respectively (Table S4). The overall marginal771

improvement may be due to several factors, including a lack of analysis update on water772

flux terms, weak coupling strength with soil water storage, and ’smoothed’ variation in the773

monthly data evaluation.774

Evapotranspiration estimates were observed to improve in the EnkF-SMOS exper-775

iment with an increase in correlation of up to 0.44 (i.e. from 0.46 to 0.90) compared776

to open-loop estimates. This is likely because the ET estimates were updated indirectly777

through updated analysis of soil moisture at daily time step, while they were only adjusted778

at the beginning of a month with the analysis states at the end of thee month in the EnKS.779

Assimilating GRACE data alone had no positive impacts on the estimation of ET with780

a slight degradation for most of the locations. Tangdamrongsub et al. [2015] also found781

that assimilating GRACE data had no significant impact on streamflow estimation, since782

monthly GRACE data cannot help to capture the larger peaks of individual streamflow783

events. To further improve other variables in the water cycle, an approach incorporating784

the ET, runoff and precipitation in the adjustment would be considered in future work.785
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5 Conclusions786

The accuracy of vertical soil moisture profile, groundwater storage and total water787

storage estimates from hydrological modeling was significantly improved through the joint788

assimilation of satellite-observed near-surface SM from SMOS and TWS from GRACE.789

The joint assimilation produced more accurate estimates of the key elements of water cy-790

cle than the assimilation of only one of the satellite observations, without degradation of791

streamflow and ET estimates. It improved the performance of GRACE-only assimilation792

by integrating near-surface water distribution at a finer scale from SMOS, while limiting793

the degradation of deeper storage estimates caused by the assimilation of SMOS alone.794

All of the individual water storage components for different land cover types were795

updated at daily time steps over a one-month assimilation window, incorporating the in-796

formation from both GRACE and SMOS data through temporal error correlations. SMOS797

provided temporal and spatial varying constraints on near-surface SM and shallow-layer798

SM estimates from the model. However, assimilating only SMOS SM data degrades the799

correlation with GRACE TWS data and in situ groundwater level measurements, espe-800

cially when an EnKF is used. GRACE TWS data mostly contributed to correcting model801

simulated deep-layer SM and groundwater storage values in the assimilation, also impart-802

ing overall constraints on monthly TWS estimates.803

Moreover, having constraints on both TWS and near-surface SM can help to miti-804

gate the lack of rain gauges in remote areas and may even help to quantify the impacts805

of large-scale groundwater extraction. We found that the error in the precipitation data806

used to force the hydrological model can be corrected through the use of higher resolu-807

tion SMOS SM observations when both TWS and SMOS show similar increase trends but808

there was no or low precipitation observed, resulting in more detailed spatial patterns of809

near-surface soil water variations. The joint assimilation can also detect groundwater loss810

due to extraction for irrigation purpose, if SMOS shows strong increase in soil wetness811

but there is no increase in TWS and precipitation.812

Integrating SMOS SM and GRACE TWS together successfully combined the strengths813

of each information source and largely mitigated against their weaknesses. The improved814

individual water storage estimates offer potential for drought and groundwater monitoring,815

as well as water cycle reanalysis applications.816
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Table 1. Spatial-averaged correlation of relative wetness and TWS with SMOS and GRACE data for open-

loop model simulation and different data assimilation experiments over the Australian continent

832

833

Open- EnKF EnKS EnKS Joint Joint Joint

loop SMOS SMOS GRACE (ϵ ,ζ) (2ϵ ,ζ) (2ϵ ,0.5ζ)

Mean rω 0.69 0.88 0.86 0.69 0.84 0.81 0.8

Mean rmseω (%) 0.21 0.12 0.13 0.22 0.14 0.15 0.16

raω > roω(%) NA 94 94 35 94 93 93

Mean rtws 0.57 0.39 0.55 0.75 0.64 0.69 0.76

Mean rmsetws (cm) 6.80 7.28 6.64 5.04 6.27 5.98 5.47

ratws > rotws (%) NA 30 46 97 70 85 95

rω/rmseω : correlation/root mean square error of relative wetness;
rtws/rmsetws : correlation/root mean square error of TWS;
ra − ro : correlation improvement against open-loop model simulations.
ϵ: SMOS error; ζ :GRACE error.

Figure 1. In-situ observation networks for validation: (a) locations of soil moisture probes from OzNet,

OzFlux and CosmOz with a background of temporally-averaged error estimates in SMOS soil moisture re-

trievals; (b) groundwater bores with a background of temporally-averaged error estimates of GRACE mascon

TWS change estimates.

834

835

836

837

Figure 2. Averaged analysis increments to individual water storage components (top-, shallow-, deep-layer

soil water, groundwater storage, and total water storage) in percentage (xa-xo )/xo in March and September:

(a) contributions of SMOS data ; (b) contributions of GRACE data; and (c) contributions of the combination

of SMOS and GRACE data.
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Figure 3. Consistency with SMOS and GRACE data: (a) correlations of model-simulated top-layer soil

relative wetness with SMOS data; (b) correlations of model-simulated TWS anomalies with GRACE data

(Open-loop: open-loop model simulation; EnKS-SMOS: assimilation of SMOS only using EnKS; EnKS-

GRACE: assimilation of only GRACE using EnKS; EnKS-Joint: joint assimilation. Time series for point A

and B are shown in Figure 5.)

842

843

844

845

846

Figure 4. Time series of SM and TWSA for Yanco before and after the assimilation: (a) model simulated

top-layer soil relative wetness and its consistency with SMOS retrievals, in-situ soil moisture measurements

and rainfall data; (b) consistency between model-simulated TWS anomalies and GRACE data.

847

848

849

Figure 5. Inconsistent trends between rainfall, SMOS and GRACE data over 2010 to 2013: (a) annual

trend of rainfall; (b) annual trend of SMOS observed soil relative wetness; (c) annual trend of GRACE ob-

served TWSA; (d) annual trend of model-simulated TWSA through joint assimilation; (e) GRACE observed

TWSA compared with model simulated TWSA at point A; (f) SMOS SM and rainfall observations at Point

A; (g) GRACE observed TWSA compared with model simulated TWSA at point B; (h) SMOS and rainfall

observations at Point B.
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855

Figure 6. Correlation of model-simulated soil moisture with in-situ observations (ro : correlation of open-

loop model simulation; ra : correlation after assimilation; yellow dots: the assimilation of SMOS only using

EnKF; red dots: the assimilation of SMOS only using EnKS; blue dots: the assimilation of GRACE only;

green dots: joint assimilation): (a) correlation of surface soil moisture at 0-10 cm against in-situ measure-

ments from OzFlux, OzNet and CosmOz network; (b) correlation of shallow root zone soil moisture at 0-30

cm against in-situ measurements from OzNet; (c) correlation of deep root zone soil moisture at 30-90 cm

against in-situ measurements from OzNet; (d) correlation of full root zone soil moisture at 0-90 cm against

in-situ measurements from OzNet.
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Figure 7. Correlation increments (ra-ro ) of model-simulated groundwater storage anomalies with in-situ

water level measurements: (a) the correlation increments of the assimilation of GRACE data alone compared

to model open-loop run (blue: improved; red: degraded;); (b) correlation increments of the joint assimilation

compared to the assimilation of GRACE data alone; (c) time series of averaged groundwater storage simu-

lation of Murray-Darling Basin and in-situ water level measurements; (d) improvement of joint assimilation

compared with the assimilation of GRACE data alone at Point C (top panel: GRACE observed TWSA and

SMOS observed relative wetness; bottom panel: model-simulated groundwater storage anomalies and in-situ

water level measurements).
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Figure 8. Performance of four assimilation experiments on improving different water balance components

and statistics of correlation increments (difference between assimilation and open-loop model simulation) (a)

surface soil moisture, (b)-(c) root zone soil moisture at different depths, (d) groundwater, (e) evapotranspira-

tion and (f) streamflow. (The red lines connect the median value of the correlation increments; the blue bars

show the interquartile range and the range of correlation increments.)
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